Astronomy 300 - Fall 2008
Supplementary Final Course Evaluation

Now that Astronomy 300 is over, we’d appreciate your help in figuring out how to improve the course for next year. Please fill out this sheet as thoroughly as you like and return it to Peter’s mailbox.

For each of the following components of the course, please identify the best parts, the worst parts, and any changes you think should be made for next year.

Lecture topics. Please consider whether the right amount of time was spent on different topics during the lectures, their importance to the class, and the timing of when topics were presented.

• Best:

• Worst:

• Change:

Projects. Please consider the bang-for-the-buck of the projects (in terms of usefulness per time spent), clarity of expectations, and timing. (Jeff and Peter currently intend to recommend that the Peer Section Visitation and videotaping be moved much earlier in the semester next year.)

• Best:

• Worst:
• Change:

**In-class activities.** What ones were a good use of class time? What aspects of their execution made certain activities work or fail?

• Best:

• Worst:

• Change:

**The rest.** Your comments on the course overall, readings, handouts, and anything else not in the above categories that we should know about.

• Best:

• Worst:

• Change: